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to the Church of England. They all crossed colonial boun-
daries and intermingled with one another. But the political
differences were the chief factor to direct the course oi:
colonial history. In the three classes of colonies enumerated
above there were different methods followed with respect to
the appointment of the Governor and his council. For
example, in the crown colonies the governor was appointed
by the King with specific instructions and was given an
advisory council also appointed by the same* authority ; but
in the charter colonies the people elected their own gover-
nors and councils. Naturally these two different modes of
appointment resulted in executive differences in the colonies*
But the remarkable differences were those between the colo-
nies on the one hand and the Parliament and King on the
other. These became manifest in the contests between the
royal governors who acted under instructions from England
and the popular assemblies who voiced the feelings of the
colonists. The assemblies legislated on all matters concern-
ing the public weal, and public interest! lay at the root of
all their resolutions. The Governors3 in their turn, tried to
direct legislation in conformity with their instructions. In
the ensuing struggle the people sided with the assemblies
whom they came to look upon as sovereign for all practi-
cal purposes,* In fact, for a long time neither the Kin# nor
the Parliament had ever attempted to curtail their powers.
* " It was, indeed, as a matter of course rather than an u matter ot
definite legal right that the powers of the colonial assemblies waxed greater
and greater from year to year," Wilson, 4 The State/ p. 280.
tt The assemblies of the royal colonies, no less than thoao el the charter
governments, early, and as if by an instinct and habit common to the race,
developed a consciousness and practice of local sovereignty, which comport-
ed well enough, indeed, with a perfect loyalty,—long suffering in respect of
Navigation Acts and all like attempts of the mother country to regulate
their place in the politics and commerce of the outside world—but which
was from the first prompted to resent and resist all dictation as to the
strictly interior affairs of the settlements. And the same was true of the
proprietary colonies also. Maryland assumed the same privileges that

